INTRODUCI'ION
If you look at a far point in a landscape from a window scat of a moving train it is often possible to see bushes and rows of trees at different distances move transparently "through" each other. This means that it is possible to discriminate several simultaneously present moving textures in the same region of the visual field. The textures obviously need holes through which one gets glimpses of the other textures, and these other layers need to move in sufficiently different directions and/or at sufficiently different velocities. Clarke (1977) reported a simulated version of this natural transparent motion phenomenon. He quickly alternated two random-dot patterns moving in opposite directions. At low alternation rates, the percept was that of a single noise pattern that regularly reversed its direction. When the alternation frequency exceeded about 12 Hz, dynamic noise was perceived. For alternation frequencies higher than approx. 40 Hz transparent motion was perceived. These findings were confirmed by van Doom and Koenderink (1982a) who alternated periodically between two moving random-pixel arrays with velocity vectors V, and V,. At a sufficiently fast alternation rate both patterns were seen to move in transparent fashion, each with its own velocity and motion direction (if the directions were sufficiently different). They also described a spatial variant of this phenomenon (van Doom & Koenderink, 1982b) in which a moving random-pixel array A was present in "even" windows and B in "odd" windows on a screen divided up into many stripe-like contiguous windows. This "spatial" transparency requires relatively narrow stripes and is reminiscent of the natural case with a row of trees in the foreground, bushes in the background and a fixation in between the two layers. There are other ways to mimic natural motion transparency, e.g. as in this paper with a checkerboard pattern of contiguous windows displaying the moving A and B patterns. A surprising finding was reported by van Doom et al. (e.g. van Doom, Koenderink & van de Grind, 1984 , 1985 , who found that the motion after-effect (MAE) of transparent motion is a single unified MAE. Using a different technique Mather (1980) also reported a unidirectional MAE after adaptation to a two-dimensional pattern. Thus two vectors describe the perceived motions during the adaptation period but only a single vector is required to characterize the resulting MAE.
